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Abstract—The optimization of non-linear ultrasound imaging should in a first step be based on simulation, as this makes parameter studies considerably easier than making transducer prototypes. Such a simulation program should be capable of simulating non-linear pulsed fields for arbitrary transducer geometries for any kind of focusing and apodization. The Angular Spectrum Approach (ASA) is capable of simulating monochromatic non-linear acoustic wave propagation. However, for ultrasound imaging the time response of each specific point in space is required, and a pulsed ASA simulation with multi temporal frequencies must be performed. Combining it with Field II, the generation of non-linear simulation for any geometry with any excitation array transducer becomes feasible. The purpose of this paper is to make a general pulsed simulation of the pulsed and continuous wave case for a large number of different transducers. For simulating non-linear ultrasound transducer fields and non-linear ultrasound imaging, the extension of Field II has to be provided with the capability of calculating non-linear pulse-echo fields.

An angular spectrum approach (ASA) that solves the non-linear Westervelt wave equation \cite{7} is selected to expand Field II to the non-linear simulation. The first step in attaining this is to develop the ASA to a linear pulsed simulation and validate it against results from Field II. This is the topic of this paper.

II. THEORY

A. Conventional ASA

Conventional ASA is a technique for monochromatic modeling of the propagating wave field. A two dimensional plane in space is used as the wave source. In the simulation it is usually parallel to the surface of the ultrasound transducer. Once the source is determined, the pressure in planes parallel to the source can be simulated by taking into account the propagation distance as shown in Fig. 1. \( P_0 \) is the sound pressure at the source plane (solid square), which is generated by the ultrasound probe on the top. The simulated plane (dashed square) \( \hat{P}_n \), along the propagation distance (z-direction in the Cartesian coordinate) can be at any position. This is formulated as \cite{8} \cite{9}

\[
P_n(x, y, z_n) = F^{-1} \left\{ \hat{P}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0) e^{-jk_z(z_n-z_0)} \right\},
\]

(1)

where the subscript variable \( n \) is an integer number meaning any arbitrary propagation distance along the \( z \)-direction. \( F^{-1} \{ \} \) represents the inverse Fourier transform, and \( \hat{P}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0) \) is a 2D spatial Fourier transform of the source pressure given by

\[
\hat{P}_0(k_x, k_y, z_0) = \int \int P_0(x, y, z_0) e^{-jk_x(x+k_x)y} dx dy.
\]

(2)

\( k_x, k_y \) and \( k_z \) are the wave numbers along the respective axes, and \( k_z \) can be obtained by

\[
k_z = \pm \sqrt{k^2 - k_x^2 - k_y^2},
\]

(3)

where \( k = \omega/c \) is the angular frequency \( \omega \) divided by the sound speed \( c \).

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, many programs for simulating the ultrasound beam and propagation have been made. These can be found from the IEEE UFFC official website www.ieee-uffc.org/ultrasonics/software.asp. There are a lot of different types of softwares using different methods for both linear \cite{1} \cite{2} and non-linear \cite{3} \cite{4} acoustic field simulation. However, those are not capable of providing enough functions for the transducers settings to simulate non-linear ultrasound imaging. Field II \cite{5} \cite{6} is a well-known simulation software using linear acoustics, which is capable of calculating the emitted and pulse-echo fields for both the pulsed and continuous wave case for a large number of different transducers. For simulating non-linear ultrasound transducer fields and non-linear ultrasound imaging, the extension of Field II has to be provided with the capability of calculating non-linear pulse-echo fields.

The purpose of this paper is to make a general pulsed simulation of the pulsed and continuous wave case for a large number of different transducers. For simulating non-linear ultrasound transducer fields and non-linear ultrasound imaging, the extension of Field II has to be provided with the capability of calculating non-linear pulse-echo fields.
Fourier transform by (5), x variable as a reference for the pulsed ASA simulation. The other is final goal. In this study, Field II does two tasks. One is for expansion of Field II to non-linear pulsed-echo fields is the implementation is made with reference to Field II, since the to each frequency \( f \) after propagation. The wave number \( k \) is not a constant any longer and depends on each temporal frequency satisfying \( k = 2\pi f / c \). Therefore, in pulsed ASA, (1) should be modified to

\[
P_n(x, y, z_n, t) = \mathbf{F}_{3D}^{-1} \left\{ P_0(k_x, k_y, z_0, f) e^{-j k_z (z_n - z_0)} \right\},
\]

(4)

accordingly, (2) is rewritten as

\[
P_0(k_x, k_y, z_0, f) = \iiint P_0(x, y, z_0, t) e^{-j (k_x x + k_y y + 2\pi f t)} dt dx dy,
\]

where \( \mathbf{F}_{3D}^{-1} \) represents a three dimensional inverse Fourier transform (1D \( t \leftrightarrow f \) for time, 2D \( x, y \leftrightarrow k_x, k_y \) for space), and \( k_z \) is derived from (3) with the variable \( k \) corresponding to each frequency \( f \).

III. METHOD

Implementation is made with reference to Field II, since the expansion of Field II to non-linear pulsed-echo fields is the final goal. In this study, Field II does two tasks. One is for generating the source pressure, and the propagation to the simulated plane is calculated by pulsed ASA. The other is as a reference for the pulsed ASA simulation.

A three dimensional matrix \( P_0(x, y, z_0, t) \) (constant \( z_0 \) and variable \( x, y, t \)) is generated by Field II as the source. After 3D Fourier transform by (5), \( P_0(k_x, k_y, z_0, f) \) is applied to create

\[
P_n(x, y, z_n, t) \quad \text{using} \quad (4). \quad \text{Finally,} \quad P_n(x, y, z_n, t) \quad \text{is recalculated by Field II at the same location to validate the result made by pulsed ASA.}
\]

IV. RESULTS

A linear array 64-element transducer with a center frequency of 2 MHz is used in the simulation modeled by Field II. Each element has a 4 mm height and 0.7 mm width, and the kerf is 1/10 of the width of the element, resulting in a total aperture of \( 4 \times 49.2 \text{ mm}^2 \). The source plane is 2 mm from the transducer surface, and the simulated plane is 64 mm from the aperture, the same as the electronic focus distance set in Field II. A rectangular plane with 33 \( \times \) 407 points in space is selected as the source plane which covering an area of \( 127.7 \times 156.3 \text{ mm}^2 \). The spatial interval between adjacent points is 1/2 wavelength that satisfies the Nyquist sampling rate.

The 2D beam profiles are simulated at \( z = 64 \text{ mm} \) monochromatically, using the conventional ASA and Field II respectively, and shown with a dynamic range of 100 dB in Fig. 3. The pulsed ASA time response at \( (0, 0, 64) \text{ mm} \) is illustrated in Fig. 2. The root mean square (RMS) error is calculated using Field II as a reference given by

\[
\text{RMS error} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (ASA - FieldII)^2}{\sum FieldII^2}},
\]

where the variables \( ASA \) and \( FieldII \) are the discrete matrix results calculated by pulsed ASA and Field II respectively. For the further validation, the time responses of 3 randomly selected points in the simulated plane are plotted in Fig. 4. The RMS error for all the points in the entire plane is 10.9\% relative to the results of Field II. The calculation time for the ASA simulation of the pulses for all the points in one plane is less than 5 min with a 4-core 2.4 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory computer using Matlab.

V. DISCUSSIONS

The time response at the focus point displayed in Fig. 2 is very accurate, as the RMS error is only 2.7\%. Fig. 4 shows that the RMS error is increased, when the point of the simulated pulse is far from the focus center, but the curves still look matched even though the amplitudes are small. Fig. 6 displays the

![Fig. 1: Angular spectrum simulation for the wave propagation.](image1)

![Fig. 2: Time response in the focus point at (0, 0, 64) mm for a linear array transducer, with reference to Field II.](image2)
Fig. 3: Comparison of monochromatic beam profiles between ASA and Field II at the transducer electronic focus distance $z = 64$ mm.

Fig. 4: Three comparisons of the time responses in three different positions between pulsed signals generated by ASA and Field II.

Fig. 5: RMS error vs Relative RMS error in the simulated plane.

distribution of RMS error of each pulse corresponding to the spatial point in the simulated plane. In connection with Fig. 3, it can be seen that the magnitudes of the signals from ±20 mm to ±50 mm in the lateral direction are small and thereby can be ignored though there are large errors (approximately 100%). To study the errors in the focus area, the error distribution is shown in Fig. 5. The relative RMS error ($\text{Relative RMS error} = \text{RMS error} \times \text{Normalized sound pressure}$) is used to express the true influence of the errors. The central line of the RMS error together with the normalized sound pressure in the simulated plane are plotted in Fig. 7a, which shows that the large errors will not have a strong impact on the results, due to the small amplitude of the sound pressure at the corresponding location. This can be further validated by Figs. 7b and 7c at the different propagating distances $z = 36$ mm and $z = 90$ mm from the transducer surface. The relative RMS error curves are plotted in red at the bottom of each graph in Fig. 7. To show the potential of pulsed ASA, a phased array transducer is also modeled using the width of less than $1/2$ wavelength for each element to avoid the grating lobes, and the time response at the focus point referring to Field II is illustrated in Fig. 8. The good agreement is also seen even if the focal point is not in the center.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The theory of pulsed ASA is demonstrated in this study, which has been validated against Field II simulation. The plots of the time response for each single point in space show a good
Fig. 6: RMS error distribution in the simulated plane with reference to Field II.

Fig. 7: RMS (blue) and relative RMS (red) errors distributions corresponding to the magnitude of sound pressure (green) at different propagating distances, the simulated planes are for (a) 64 mm, for (b) 36 mm and for (c) 90 mm from the transducer surface respectively.

Fig. 8: Time response in the focus point at (-32, 0, 64) mm for a phased array transducer, with reference to Field II.

shows that the accuracy of the time response at each position in the whole simulated plane is acceptable. The creation of linear pulsed ultrasound field by the use of pulsed ASA is the first step in the extension of Field II to simulate non-linear pulsed fields for ultrasound imaging.
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